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Introduction
Hustler has been providing provocative photos of one woman's hunger for another woman's pink love
purse since back in the days when smut was all shot in black and white. This is their latest and most
advanced offering in the lesbian genre to date.

Adult Review
This site is part of the growing number of entries into internet smut from Hustler the long time leader in mens magazine
content. At this point, the video content available from this site is identical to the content available from Hustler's main site
Hustler.com
  
  What makes this site different from the main one is the 1000s and 1000s of exclusive pictorial content from years of Hustler
lesbian photo shoots. Keep in mind, for a long time mens' magazines were not allowed to publish images showing penetration
of any kind so lesbian sex became the natural evolution of print content. As a result Hustler has amassed a pantheon of
pictures that would make any fan of lesbian action lick their lips in amazement.
  
  Keep in mind you get access to literally 100 of full length DVD quality videos. Plenty are lesbian content and plenty are not.
If you want to have access to the absolute best collection of mainstream DvD content and all that the Hustler brand has come
to represent over the years there is only one place you can get it. Take the tour and see the difference for yourself.

Porn Summary
This site has so many pictures of woman doing one another that you are bound to come across one of someone you know.
With 1000s and 1000s of pics and so many models to choose from it is a whose who of adult female performers... and their
playmates.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'How many licks does it take to get to the center of the Hustler universe?'
Quality: 91  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 82
Support: 80 Unique: 78    Taste: 81        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Hardcore, Lesbian, PornStars, SexToys

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $27.62 Preview: 3 Days for $3.86 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Never Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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